
surgery. When operation is imperative, splenorrhaphy,
partial splenectomy, or heterotopic autotransplantation
should be considered.'7 Autotransplantation may lead to
the return of functioning splenic tissue and provide some
protection against subsequent overwhelming infection.'8
Animal studies have shown, however, that the immune
function of autotransplanted tissue is inferior to that of
normal splenic tissue.'9 Vaccination and prophylaxis with
antibiotics are still required after autotransplantation.
The absence of a spleen leads to impaired resistance to

bloodborne protozoal infection. Malaria and babesiosis
(infections transmitted by ticks) have a high mortality in
people without spleens.20 Such people should therefore avoid
areas where malaria is endemic and those who work with
animals should be aware of the dangers of tick bites.
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Alcohol and heart disease: the implications ofthe U-shaped curve,

The recommended weekly limits of21 units (men) and 14 units (women) should be adhered to

Numerous studies have shown that people who drink small
amounts of alcohol experience lower rates of ischaemic heart
disease than those who do not drink alcohol.' These studies
show consistency, specificity, and a dose-response effect,
thereby fulfilling the criteria for believing an association to
be causal.2 Furthermore, a protective effect of alcohol against
heart disease is biologically plausible. A few authorities still
argue that the epidemiological evidence can be explained
without causality being invoked,3 but most concede that small
amounts of alcohol may be cardioprotective.4 Ischaemic heart
disease is common, and in most studies the relative risks for
moderate drinkers compared with abstainers are of the order
of 05-0O7, so the effect could be more than trivial.

In Britain it has been accepted that there is no harm in
consuming small amounts of alcohol. Drinking that results
in intoxication, a high intake long term, or dependence, how-
ever, causes considerable harm. The harm includes various
physical and psychological illnesses and a broad range of
social problems. Heavy drinkers are heavy users of hospital
inpatient services, accident and emergency departments, and
general practice.5

Advice to individual members of the public has been fairly
consistent over the past decade. Men should keep their alcohol
consumption below 21 units a week andwomen below 14 units
a week (a halfpint ofbeer, a glass ofwine, and a single measure
of spirits each contains about a unit of alcohol). Everyone
accepts that these limits are arbitrary, that people differ in
their susceptibility to harm from alcohol, and that there is a
continuum of risk with increasing intake. None the less,
patients advised to cut down on their drinking may reasonably
ask, "Well, how much can I drink, doctor?" and a rough and
ready guide is much better than no answer.
Although unreliable estimates of alcohol intake and vary-

ing groupings of levels of consumption make comparison
between studies difficult,6 some broad conclusions are
possible. In most studies men who drink about 7 units a week
have rates of heart disease that are close to the lowest. The

curve is flat bottomed, and men who drink considerably more
do not have higher rates of heart disease until they drink over
40 units a week. For other causes of death, such as accidents,
stroke, and liver disease, the rates start to rise at lower intakes.
In studies recording all cause mortality the lowest rates
coincided with an alcohol consumption of about 7 units a
week, with higher rates in those drinking more than 21 units
a week. The longstanding recommended limit for men of
21 units a week fits surprisingly well with these data. For
women we need more data, but the 14 unit a week limit will
probably prove reasonable.

Public health doctors have advised that the whole population
should reduce its mean consumption.7 Public policy on
alcohol must consider not only mortality and rates of
medically defined non-fatal disease but also alcohol's harmful
effects on family and social life, public order and criminality,
and productivity at work. These probably have more impact
on people's health than any "medical" effects of alcohol. The
data are insufficient to allow a quantitative discussion of the
relation between different levels of individual consumption
and this non-medical harm, but harm certainly occurs at
fairly low levels of consumption.8 Ignoring the likely effect
of any change in advice on drinking on these types of harm
would be rash.
Any effect of alcohol on rates of ischaemic heart disease in

England and Wales has been swamped by other factors.
Between 1940 and 1980, when deaths from ischaemic heart
disease were rising most rapidly, alcohol consumption also
rose sharply; the fall in heart disease in the past decade has
coincided with a period of fairly stable alcohol consumption.
Any general encouragement to drink alcohol will predict-

ably increase the number of heavy drinkers: the mean
consumption of alcohol correlates closely with the prevalence
of heavy drinking in population groups.9 The balance of
evidence still suggests that Britain would be healthier if we
could shift the curve of alcohol consumption to the left. For
men to limit their alcohol consumption to below 21 units a
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week and for women to limit theirs to below 14 units still looks
a good rule ofthumb.
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Briefinterventions for alcohol misuse

Effective, but notfor all alcohol misusers

Despite a plateau in per capita alcohol sales in Britain in the
past decade' the rise in deaths from cirrhosis of the liver has
continued.23 Scottish research also found a rise in discharges
from general hospitals for all alcohol related disorders.3 In
part, but only in part, this may reflect doctors' growing
readiness to record alcohol problems in medical and surgical
patients: in urban hospitals in Britain 15-30% of men and 8-
15% of women have alcohol problems.4 The value of this
recognition is that when a doctor or nurse talks to patients
about their consumption of alcohol and its pros and cons,
providing information non-judgmentally, some patients
reduce their drinking and problems from drinking fall.

Control patients in studies showing this effect have been
excessive drinkers who received no counselling (other than
might have occurred in routine medical practice). Controlled
studies of brief interventions in over 4000 patients in medical
settings have now been published. Some have presented data
not only on self reported consumption but also on objective
markers of outcome, such as a fall in serum -y glutamyl-
transferase activity over the ensuing year5 or a fall in recorded
days of sickness and admissions to hospitals.67
The most recent issue ofEffective Health Care has examined

randomised studies that used assessors who were meant to be
blind to the treatment group and that included measures of
self reported consumption of alcohol. Data from the six
studies meeting these criteria were pooled: overall, the effect
of brief intervention was estimated to be a 24% fall in alcohol
consumption (95%confidence interval 1 8%to 31%) .8Inameta-
analysis published earlier this year of 19 brief intervention
studies in non-medical settings, using data with slightly
varying measures of alcohol consumption, the mean treatment
effect was 38% (range -3% to 64%; SD 33%).9
The estimated direct cost of detection and briefintervention

in an alcohol misuser to reduce alcohol consumption by an
average of one quarter is C20.7 Decision makers in the health
service may be impressed and may question the need for more
costly services for problem drinkers.
The decision makers should, however, note two points.

Firstly, most of the studies included in these reviews of brief
intervention excluded severely affected drinkers who were
thought to need psychiatric referral, had symptoms of
physical dependence, or who lacked social support. Secondly,
although brief intervention may increase the proportion of
alcohol misusers who get through a year without drinking
dangerous amounts or without problems, large numbers of
misusers continue to drink as much or more and develop
problems. They need other treatments.
The authors of the study in Effective Health Care rightly

conclude that for more severely affected drinkers there is no
certainty about what constitutes the most effective treatment.
The advantages of inpatient versus outpatient care, other than

perhaps for detoxifying socially unsupported patients and for
those at risks of delirium or fits, have been difficult to show.'0
The value of brief intervention in less severely affected

misusers seems not in doubt. Although severely affected
drinkers have the highest rates of alcohol problems, less
severely affected misusers are more numerous and contribute
more to alcohol's health and social costs. The main ingredients
in the opportunistic counselling of such patients have been
dubbed FRAMES9: Feedback to the patient about personal
risk or impairment; emphasis on personal Responsibility for
change; Advice; a Menu of alternative options for change; and
interviewing which is Empathic and enhances Self efficacy.
Health workers should recognise that patients will be at
different stages in their thinking about alcohol. Some are
already thinking of change. Others are not and resist advice:
opening the dialogue may be all that is appropriate then."I

Effective Health Care advises on ways of identifying alcohol
misusers. Screening instruments have been devised
(for example, the alcohol use disorders identification test
(AUDIT)'2), but incorporating into routine medical practice a
question on the quantity and frequency of units consumed
and whether drinking has led to any problems detects many
cases of alcohol misuse, and the question can be repeated later
if there is an unexplained rise in -y glutamyltransferase
activity or mean red cell volume.

Purchasers should note that the awareness among doctors
and nurses of alcohol misuse still needs to be increased. They
will also find that, in general hospitals and primary care,
nurses who are good at helping patients change their behaviour
can be productively employed.
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